GOOD MORNING VAL DI FASSA
TODAY

Suggestions and tips for your holiday. Edited by Apt Val di Fassa

TOMORROW

08/16/2019

HIGHLIGHT

“FISH AND BUBBLES” TO DREAM
On a sunny day, a makeshift fisherman is persecuted by the only, cheeky
cloud that dips him, wherever he goes. But he doesn’t worry, because he
is made of soap and his thoughts are bubbles. This is the plot of the
involving show, with water games and soap bubbles, taking place tonight
at 9 p.m. in the square of Campitello. The artist that presents it is Michele
Cafaggi, who has been performing since the beginning of the Nineties,
and has been one of the first in Italy to work with such a poetic and
evanescent material like the soap, which transforms into instant
creativity. In 2016, Cafaggi also wan the national award “Franco
Enriquez” for his “fine, entrancing” shows “rich in clowning, outcome of an
attentive research and of a complete mimic and actor maturity” (quoting
the award motivation).
In case of bad weather, the show “Fish and Bubbles” by Michele Cafaggi takes
place by the events pavilion in loc. Ischia in Campitello.

Today in the valley
MASKED FEAST

ANCIENT SEWERY – PENIA ALL DAY LONG
Feast of the folk group “Gròp de la Mèscres de Delba e Penia” with
Holy Mass at 11 a.m. followed by good food, music and entertainment
with the traditional dances of the Ladin carnival.

BEAUTY ACCORDING TO ANTONIA ARSLAN

TOWN COUNCIL MEETING ROOM – CANAZEI AT 9 P.M.
The famous writer presents her latest romance “La bellezza sia con
te”, for the series of appointments organised by the local library.

FIRE REFLECTIONS ON THE WATER

LACH DE PECÉ - SORAGA AT 9.30 P.M.
To celebrate Ferragosto, the fireworks show that can be admired from
the shores of the lake (on August 17th in case of bad weather).

Itineraries
FROM RIFUGIO LA REZILA TO LUSIA PASS
To reach Passo Lusia, you can leave Moena going up along Strada
de Longiarif street. Once reached the state road, take the forest
road that goes quickly up towards Rifugio La Rezila, at 1761 metres
(1.30 hours). If, instead, you wish to avoid this first ascending
stretch, you can reach Ronchi (by car or by bus), where the cable
car of the Alpe Lusia starts and get off at the intermediate station,
then go on along a dirt path that starts slightly uphill and then goes
falt to the refuge La Rezila. From here, the walk goes on along a
dirt road that, keeps going up, mostly in the shadow, reaching a
wide and green saddle at Lusia Pass at 2051 metres (1 hour), from
where it is possible to admire a 360° view on the Pale di San Martino
and on the whole Val di Fassa.

The complete schedule of the events is available by the tourist offices of the valley.

Initiatives for our guests
AUGUST 17TH AT 8.30 A.M. - CANAZEI

SASSOLUNGO MTB TOUR

GUIDED TOUR AROUND THE DOLOMITIC GROUP. ENROLMENT: SPORT
CHECK POINT (EXCURSION AGAINST PAYMENT).
AUGUST 17TH AT 10.15 A.M. – VIGO

WHERE DO THE SQUIRRELS LIVE?
THE WOOD AND THE LAIRS OF THE ANIMALS ARE THE TOPIC OF THE
GUIDED WALK. MEETING POINT ON TOP OF THE CABLE CAR (LIFTS
AGAINST PAYMENT).

Did you know that...
It is narrated that, in the past centuries, a rich lady from a village in
the nearest of Venice escaped from a terrible war and move to the
hill of Dolèda, in the nearest of Penia. The lady built a castle and
bought the domain of the whole valley almost. Every Sunday, she
would go to Soraga to attend the Holy mass, which couldn’t start
before her arrival. Her servants would announce her playing the
trumpet, inviting the inhabitants to follow her. Acording to the
traditions, the inhabitants have seen rings at Dolèda, disappeared
nowadays, nestled in the rock to prove the existence of the
remainings of the castle.

AUGUST 17TH AT 2.30 P.M. - MOENA

MY FAVOURITE STICK

WORKSHOP FOR CHILDREN TO DECORATE THE “ALPENSTOCK”, MATE
OF MANY EXCURSIONS. ENROLMENT: SPORT CHECK POINT (ACTIVITY
AGAINST PAYMENT).
Initiatives reserved to the guests with the Val di Fassa Card (ask your hotel/apartment). Enrolments required within the previous day by the Tourist
Offices. The activities are reserved to the guests of the associated structures of Val di Fassa Tourist Board.
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